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We present a method for automatically generating polygonal shapes from an example using a graph grammar. Most procedural modeling techniques use grammars with manually created rules, but our method can create them automatically from an example. Our graph grammars generate graphs that are locally similar to a given example. We disassemble the input into small pieces called primitives and then reassemble the primitives into new graphs. We organize all possible locally similar graphs into a hierarchy and find matching graphs within the hierarchy. These matches are used to create a graph grammar that can construct every locally similar graph. Our method generates graphs using the grammar and then converts them into a planar graph drawing to produce the final shape.

The graph grammar consists of rules that transform graphs. The graphs are converted into a planar graph drawing to produce the final shape.

Our method begins with a set of polygonal example shapes and automatically constructs a grammar that generates similar shapes. The examples act as a guide for the new grammar, but not a strict guide. The grammar should not merely reproduce the examples. It should generalize the examples, developing novel variations from them. Our approach is to require that the output be locally similar. On a small local scale, each part of the output must match part of the example. But at the same time, its large-scale structure can be very different. Local similarity is used in many texture synthesis and procedural modeling techniques. In these techniques, we expect the examples to be self-similar and contain repeated parts. Otherwise, the output will be the same as the input. Our method is focused on local constraints. Large-scale constraints are also important for controlling the output, but are not the focus of this work.

In our approach, we generate a shape by first determining its connectivity and later determine its geometry. The shape’s connectivity is represented by a graph with labeled edges and vertices. We first synthesize a graph and later determine its precise geometry i.e. the positions of its edges and vertices. The input shape is converted into a graph and the graph is cut into small pieces called primitives. Intuitively, our method synthesizes new graphs by gluing these pieces together until the pieces are fully connected. Completing the graph is relatively easy if the input graph is a tree with leaf nodes. But if the graph does not have leaves, every path must be part of a closed cycle. Closing every path can be exceptionally difficult. Our approach is to require that the output be locally similar. On a small local scale, each part of the output must match part of the example. But at the same time, its large-scale structure can be very different. Local similarity is used in many texture synthesis and procedural modeling techniques. In these techniques, we expect the examples to be self-similar and contain repeated parts. Otherwise, the output will be the same as the input. Our method is focused on local constraints. Large-scale constraints are also important for controlling the output, but are not the focus of this work.
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In approaching this problem, we first explain a way of reasoning over the abstract space of locally similar graphs. We are the first to fully describe this space. We use this reasoning to automatically construct a graph grammar that can generate all locally similar graphs. The grammar consists of rules that can modify a graph. The rules can add or remove closed loops. Each rule produces a new graph that is valid meaning that it has no paths left to be closed. This graph grammar is then integrated into a method for generating geometric shapes. The rules are applied incrementally and positions are assigned to the edges and vertices.

Our approach has several advantages over existing inverse procedural modeling techniques. It is not limited to specific shapes like trees or buildings. It can handle arbitrary polygonal shapes. Our outputs are not minor variations on the input. Our graph grammars can synthesize any locally similar shape, producing a wide range of possible large-scale structures.

2 RELATED WORK

A common approach to procedural modeling is to use some kind of shape grammar [Müller et al. 2006; Smelik et al. 2014; Wonka et al. 2003]. In their original formulation [Stiny 1975], shape grammars were complicated and were often manually applied with a human deciding which rules to use. Shape grammars can be simplified to set grammars [Stiny 1982; Wonka et al. 2003]. This simplification is used in most recent work on shape grammars. Another approach is to use an L-system [Lindenmayer 1968; Parish and Müller 2001; Prusinkiewicz 1986]. L-systems are a string replacement grammar. The string is turned into a model by interpreting it with a Logo-style turtle. The rules of a shape grammar or L-system or growth engine [Wong et al. 1998] are usually hand crafted by experts. Our rules are generated automatically.

A few methods do generate rules automatically from an example. This is known as inverse procedural modeling. Some techniques learn a split shape grammar to model building facades [Aliaga et al. 2007; Demir et al. 2016; Martinovic and Van Gool 2013; Wu et al. 2014]. Talton et al. [2012] learn a grammar from 3D models with scene graphs or web pages. Other methods learn L-systems from trees or vector art [Guo et al. 2020; Stava et al. 2010, 2014]. These techniques are only targeted to particular types of models and tree-like structures are relatively easy to handle.

In terms of goals, our work is most similar to the work of Bokeloh et al. [2010] and Liu et al. [2015]. Their methods generate a shape grammar from an input shape. They search for partial symmetries and use them to create a grammar that produces locally similar shapes. These methods work well for some, but not all, input shapes. They have trouble with cycles and cannot generate every locally similar shape for every simple shapes like rectangles (Sec. 9.1).

Our method uses a different type of grammar called a graph grammar. Graph grammars are a powerful framework introduced decades ago [Ehrig et al. 1973; Pfaltz and Rosenfeld 1969]. They are used in many applications [Rozenberg 1997] ranging from compiler design, pattern recognition, concurrent systems, database design, mesh subdivision [Smith et al. 2004; Velho 2003], and robot design [Zhao et al. 2020]. But they are only rarely used for procedural modeling [Christiansen and Bærentzen 2012; Pogrzebacz and Blöck 2019]. Again these methods use hand crafted rules that are not generated automatically. Fiser et al. [2016] learn a graph grammar from a road network. They use this for data compression with the output graph matching the input unless the grammar is edited.

Several methods take an existing shape grammar and direct it towards a particular goal. Given a grammar, Talton et al. [2011] use an MCMC method to optimize for a set of desired properties. Dang et al. [2015] invited users to rate which generated shapes they prefer and then their method directs a grammar towards these preferences. Lipp et al. [2008] provide a framework for interactively editing shape grammars.

There is a long tradition of requiring local similarity when doing texture synthesis [Barnes et al. 2009; Cross and Jain 1983; Efros and Leung 1999]. Similar approaches are used to generate locally similar element arrangements [Ijiri et al. 2008], element textures [Ma et al. 2013, 2011], solid textures [Kopf et al. 2007], and curved shapes [Hertzmann et al. 2002; Merrell and Manocha 2010; Tu et al. 2020]. Kalojanov et al. [2012] provide insights in the space of locally similar shapes. These methods are very effective in their particular domain, but geometric shapes used in procedural modeling are structured quite differently. Wu and Zheng [2022] generate 3D shapes from a single example using a GAN. Their method can robustly handle noisy input data, but it tends to overfit to the training data.

Grid-based techniques can generate locally similar 3D shapes from an example [Gumin 2016; Merrell 2007; Merrell and Manocha 2008; Yeh et al. 2013]. These techniques have been used in video games like Bad North and Townscaper. Early work [Merrell 2007] used constraint solving on a set of regular tiles. This was expanded upon to operate on a set of parallel planes [Merrell and Manocha 2008, 2011], to use factor graphs [Yeh et al. 2013] and overlapping tiles [Gumin 2016]. However these methods rely on a grid as an integral part of their technique. The grid limits the shapes they can produce. Overcoming this has been a long-standing problem.
3 METHOD

3.1 Goal: Local Similarity

Our goal is to generate an output shape that resembles an input shape. The input and output must be locally similar. This means that every small region within the output must match a small region in the input. This idea can be described more formally using r-similarity [Bokeloh et al. 2010]. Two shapes are r-similar if for every neighborhood of radius r in one shape, a translated copy of the neighborhood appears in the other shape:

![Example shapes](image1)

We take r-similarity to its logical extreme and make each neighborhood as small as possible. The radius r can be infinitesimally small, so that each neighborhood contains an edge, vertex, or face. A shape remains r-similar if its edges are shortened or extended to any length, but the edge angles must remain the same.

3.2 Overview

Figure 2 gives an overview of our method, which consists of three main parts. First, our method finds the set of locally similar graphs and organizes them into a hierarchy (Fig 2a-c). Second, it constructs a graph grammar from the hierarchy (Fig 2d). And third, it uses the graph grammar to generate locally similar shapes (Fig 2e-g).

(I) Section 4. Our method begins with a polygonal input shape (Fig. 2a) that is represented by a graph. This graph is disassembled and cut into small pieces called primitives (Fig. 2b). The primitives can be reassembled and glued into new graphs and the graphs are organized into a graph hierarchy (Fig. 2c).

(II) Section 5. The graph hierarchy is used as a tool to construct a graph grammar (Fig. 2d). Our method incrementally constructs the hierarchy and finds matching graphs within it. Each match provides a new production rule for our graph grammar and allows us to remove parts of the graph hierarchy. Our method continues finding matches ideally until the graph grammar has enough rules to produce every locally similar graph.

(III) Section 6. The first two parts focus on generating graphs. We hold off on determining the shape’s geometry until the last part. Our graph grammars generate labeled graphs with straight edges at known angles (Fig. 2e). Graphs with this property are called angle graphs [Garg 1998]. Our angle graphs are missing vertex positions and edge lengths. The next step is to fill in this information through rejection sampling. An angle graph with vertex positions is called a graph hierarchy (Fig. 2f). Finally, our method can add decorations to the hierarchy and finds matching graphs within it. Each match provides a new production rule for our graph grammar and allows us to remove parts of the graph hierarchy. Our method continues finding matches ideally until the graph grammar has enough rules to produce every locally similar graph.

3.3 Notation & Representation

The input and output shape consists of vertices, edges, and faces. Face Labels. The faces are labeled in the input and output. Different labels are shown in different colors. Figure 3a shows two face labels.

![Edge Labels](image2)

**Edge Labels.** The edge labels depend on the face labels. An edge has a face on its left side and on its right. If these two faces are labeled l and r, then the edge is labeled a = (l, r, θ) where θ is its tangent angle. According to this definition, edges with the same label are locally similar.

The Cut Operation. A cut splits an edge a into two half-edges labeled a and a. Figure 3c,d shows a cut in reverse. Half-edges are illustrated as lines that end in an empty circle. While full edges are undirected, half-edges are directed. The half-edge a points in a negative direction \(\tilde{a} \in [-180^\circ, 0^\circ]\). While the opposite half-edge a points in the opposite direction \(\tilde{a} = \tilde{a} + 180^\circ \in [0^\circ, 180^\circ]\).

The Glue Operation. Two half-edges a and \(\tilde{a}\) can be glued together to form a full edge. Figure 3c,d shows two examples. Cutting and gluing are exact opposites.

Planarity. A drawing of a graph is planar if its edges do not intersect. Planarity depends on how the tangent angle changes as we follow a path around the graph. We can determine the tangent angle of each half-edge from its label \(\tilde{a}\) or \(\tilde{a}\). But the angles wrap, so that the labels alone do not tell us if the path has turned \(\theta\) or \(\theta + 360^\circ\) or \(\theta + 720^\circ\) or more. To keep track of the angles wrapping, we define positive and negative turns:

Positive Turn \(\wedge\). If a path is turning counter-clockwise, its tangent angle \(\theta\) is increasing until it reaches \(180^\circ\). At that point it wraps to \(-180^\circ\). We call this wrapping a positive turn \(\wedge\). We use the symbol \(\wedge\) since the path makes a \(\wedge\) shape (See Fig. 3b).

Negative Turn \(\vee\). If a path is turning clockwise, its tangent angle \(\theta\) wraps in the opposite direction from \(-180^\circ\) to \(180^\circ\). We call this a negative turn \(\vee\). The path makes a \(\vee\) shape. We sometimes use exponents to describe repeated turns: \(\wedge^2 = \wedge\wedge\) and \(\wedge^{-2} = \vee\vee\).

The Graph Boundary String. We introduce a new compact notation that fully describes the possible gluing operations assuming planarity. Each graph \(G\) has a boundary string \(\partial G\). The string \(\partial G\) contains every half-edge and every turn in \(G\). For example, \(\partial G_1 = y\wedge\tilde{a}\) means the graph \(G_1\) has three half-edges: \(y\tilde{a}\) and one turn: \(\wedge\) and they appear in the order \(y\wedge\tilde{a}\) as we follow a path.
counter-clockwise around $G_1$ (Fig. 3cd). This path forms a circular loop around the graph. It is unclear where the path should start. The loop is the same no matter where it started. We treat different starting points as being equivalent by defining shifted strings to be equal: $y\gamma a\delta a = \gamma a\delta a$. Consecutive positive and negative turns cancel: $a\gamma x\alpha x = a\gamma x$. Let $P_G$ and $N_G$ be the number of positive and negative turns for any graph $G$. Then $P_G - N_G = 1$ since the path loops once counter-clockwise.

4 FINDING LOCALLY SIMILAR GRAPHS

4.1 Disassembly: Cutting Into Primitives

Our method begins by cutting the input shape into small pieces. The input shape consists of vertices, edges, and faces (Fig. 2a). We can convert the input shape $S$ into a graph $G_S$ without losing any essential information because it is contained in the edge labels. Our method then disassembles the input graph $G_S$ by cutting it into as many pieces as possible (Fig. 2b & 4). Every edge is cut into two half-edges. Afterwards, the vertices of $G_S$ are each disconnected from the other vertices and are surrounded by half-edges. Each disconnected piece is a new graph. We call these graphs primitives since they are the most basic building blocks of our method. Any graph $H$ that is assembled from these primitives will be locally similar to $G_S$.

![Fig. 4. (a) A diagonal box and (b) a platform shape are cut into primitives.](image)

4.2 Assembly: Gluing Primitives Together

Primitives are glued together at their half-edges. Half-edges can be glued in two different ways which we call branch gluing and loop gluing. Branch gluing means the two half-edges are on disconnected graphs with no path between them (Fig. 3c). Loop gluing means the half-edges are on a connected graph (Fig. 3d). If such half-edges are glued together, they form a loop. Loop gluing and branch gluing change the boundary string according to a simple string replacement. This is explained more below, but can be summarized as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Glue: $a\overline{a} \rightarrow \varepsilon$</th>
<th>Branch Glue $\overline{a} \gamma a \overline{\gamma} \overline{a} \gamma \gamma a \overline{\gamma} \overline{a} \gamma \varepsilon$</th>
<th>$\overline{\gamma} \overline{\gamma} a \overline{\gamma} \gamma a \overline{\gamma} \gamma a \gamma a \gamma a \overline{\gamma}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

where $\varepsilon$ is the empty string and uppercase letters like $B$ represent arbitrary strings. The gluing operations define a context-sensitive grammar that acts on the boundary string. The loop gluing rules are context-sensitive, while the branch gluing rules are context-free.

Loop gluing creates closed loops. In a planar graph, closed loops must turn $360^\circ$. So the half-edges $\overline{a}$ and $a$ can only be loop glued if the path between them turns $\pm 360^\circ$. When the path turns $+360^\circ$, the boundary string contains the substring $a\overline{a}$ for some label $a$. When the path turns $-360^\circ$, it contains the substring $\overline{a}a\overline{a}$. Gluing the half-edges removes these substrings: $a\overline{a} \rightarrow \varepsilon$ and $\overline{a}a\overline{a} \rightarrow \varepsilon$.

In branch gluing, two graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ are glued together. If we glue the graphs at the half-edges $\overline{a}$ and $a$, then the two graph boundaries $B_1\overline{a}$ and $aB_2$ are combined into $B_1\overline{a}B_2$. For example, in Figure 3c, the boundaries $\partial G_1 = y\gamma a\delta a$ and $\partial G_2 = a\gamma x\delta y$ are glued together to form $\partial G_3 = y\gamma a\delta y$. This can be described as a string replacement in two different ways that are equivalent. If we glue the graph $\overline{a}B$ to the half-edge $a$, this replaces $a \rightarrow B\gamma$. If we glue the graph $aB$ to the half-edge $\overline{a}$, this replaces $\overline{a} \rightarrow \gamma B$.

Branch gluing could alternatively be described as looping gluing combined with a splice operation. We use the symbol $|$ for splicing. The boundary strings $A$ and $B$ represent closed paths. $A|B$ means that the end of path $A$ is attached to the start of $B$ and the end of $B$ is attached to the start of $A$. The result of a splice is $A|B \rightarrow A\gamma B$. The strings are concatenated with a turn $\gamma$ added in between:

$$A|B \rightarrow A \gamma B$$

The extra turn $\gamma$ is necessary for the boundary to turn once counter-clockwise: $P_{A\gamma B} - N_{A\gamma B} = P_A - N_A + (\gamma) + P_B - N_B = 1$. Branch gluing $\overline{B}\gamma a$ and $aC$ is equivalent to a splice $\overline{B}\gamma a\delta C \rightarrow \overline{B}\gamma a\delta C$ followed by loop gluing $\overline{B}\gamma a\delta C \rightarrow B\gamma C$.

4.3 The Graph Hierarchy

We now explain how to enumerate every possible way of gluing primitives into graphs. Properly defining this space is an important contribution of our work. Each possible graph is placed inside of a hierarchy (Fig. 5). The hierarchy is divided into generations. Generation $i$ consists of every graph that can be constructed using $i$ gluing operations. If the hierarchy were continued forever to infinitely many generations, it would contain every possible way of gluing the primitives together. It would contain every locally similar graph. Such a hierarchy cannot be implemented since it would be infinitely
large. Thus this hierarchy should not be thought of as a concrete data structure, but rather as an abstract model. We call this the *abstract* graph hierarchy. In Section 5, we will implement a concrete version of this hierarchy as a data structure. But we will limit that concrete hierarchy to be a finite subset of the full abstract hierarchy.

Figure 5 shows a graph hierarchy. It will be used as a guiding example through this section. The hierarchy is similar to a tree. Each graph has parents, children, and descendants. But the hierarchy is actually not a tree since two siblings can share a child.

The simplest graphs are at the top of the hierarchy. As we descend, the graphs grow more complex. Generation 0 contains the edge graphs. Generation 1 contains the primitives. Each graph has a set of children. To find a graph’s children, perform all possible loop gluing operations and branch gluing operations with the primitives:

A child can have multiple parents. Each of its parents is a copy of the child with one primitive cut out or one loop cut:

4.4 Complete Graphs

A graph is *complete* if it has no remaining half-edges left to glue. A complete graph $G$ always has the boundary string $\partial G = \wedge$. Otherwise, the graph is incomplete.

Our goal is to generate complete graphs. One possible approach is to do a random walk through the graph hierarchy. Basically, we would randomly glue primitives together until reaching a complete graph by chance. Figure 6a illustrates the idea. This simple approach works fine for some input graphs including graphs without cycles. But for many other inputs, this is an error-prone and inefficient way to construct graphs. We might start constructing a graph and then be unable to complete it. Consider the two incomplete graphs below. The left graph is assembled from the diagonal primitives (Fig. 4a). The right graph is assembled from the platform primitives (Fig. 4b):

The left graph is difficult to complete. The right graph is impossible to complete. We consider a different strategy in Section 5 that can generate every complete graph, but without the wrong turns and dead ends that might be encountered along a random walk.

5 GRAPH GRAMMARS

In this section, we explain how to use the graph hierarchy to construct a graph grammar that can produce all complete, locally similar graphs. First, we give some background on graph grammars. Graph grammars generalize the concept of a formal grammar based on strings into graphs [Rozenberg 1997]. There are many different approaches to graph grammars. We use the gluing approach, also known as the algebraic approach [Ehrig et al. 1973]. Within that approach, we use *double-pushout* graph grammars (DPO). The term pushout is borrowed from category theory. Graph grammars are often described using category theory. But we prefer to center our discussion around graph gluing, following König et al. [2018].

*Morphism*: A graph homomorphism (or morphism for short) maps between two graphs $G \rightarrow H$. It consists of two mappings. One from $G$’s vertices to $H$’s vertices. And one from $G$’s edges to $H$’s edges. The mappings should respect edge and vertex labels.

Our grammars consist of a set of DPO *production rules*. A DPO rule contains a left graph $L$ and a right graph $R$. The right graph replaces the left. In addition to specifying the graphs $L$ and $R$, we must define the relationship between them. This is done through an interface graph $I$ and two morphisms: $\varphi_L : I \rightarrow L$ and $\varphi_R : I \rightarrow R$ (Fig. 7).

In our method, graphs $L$ and $R$ always have the same graph boundary string ($\partial L = \partial R = \overline{y\wedge}$ in Fig. 7). This is necessary so
Algorithm 1 Find Graph Grammar From Primitives

1. Starting from primitives, glue graphs together to build a concrete hierarchy ideally until every complete shape is reducible.
2. for each graph \( G \) do
3. If possible, use \( G \) in a rule on the left or right (Sec. 5.3-5.5).
4. if \( G \)’s has no complete descendants then
5. Remove \( G \) and all its descendants (Sec. 5.6).

5.2 How this Algorithm Works

An important property of DPO graph grammars is that all production rules are invertible [Ehrig 1979]. Each rule can transform a left graph into a right graph: \( L \rightarrow R \), or it can be reversed to transform a right graph into a left graph: \( R \rightarrow L \).

By convention, we put the simpler graph on the left, so that applying a rule \( L \rightarrow R \) will simplify any graph that is applied to \( G \rightarrow H \). We say that applying a rule \( L \rightarrow R \) is destructive because it deconstructs the graph into simpler parts. Applying it \( R \rightarrow L \) is constructive because it constructs a more complex graph.

Figure 6b shows rules being applied constructively i.e. a complex graph is constructed from a simple one. The simplest graph is the empty graph \( \emptyset \). If a complex graph can be deconstructed from a simple one, the reverse is also true. By reversing each step in Figure 6b, a complex graph can be deconstructed into the empty graph.

A graph can always be reduced to a set of irreducible graphs. If a graph is reducible, it can be reduced to another graph. If that graph is reducible, it can be reduced to an even simpler graph. This is a proof by infinite descent. The graphs can continue to be reduced ad infinitum until an irreducible graph is reached.

Our algorithm continues adding production rules ideally until every complete graph is reducible. At that point, the only irreducible graph left is the empty graph \( \emptyset \). Every complete graph can be reduced to \( \emptyset \). And since every destructive action can be reversed, the reverse is also true. Every complete graph can be constructed from the empty graph \( \emptyset \). At that point, our graph grammar can construct every complete, locally similar graph and Algorithm 1 terminates.

5.2.1 Reducing All Descendants. If a rule can be applied to \( L \), it can be applied to all of \( L \)’s descendants because its descendants contain \( L \) as a subgraph. Remember that \( L \)’s descendants are found by gluing primitives to \( L \). Ordinarily, if \( L \) can be reduced by some rule, then all of \( L \)’s descendants can be reduced by the same rule. (There is an important exception to this statement discussed in Section 5.4). Below we show an example. A graph \( L \) can be reduced by Rule 1 in Figure 5 and so can all of its descendants.

5.3 Finding a Rule to Reduce a Graph

Boundary Strings. Our method finds production rules by matching boundary strings. A graph \( R \) can replace a graph \( L \) if both graphs have the same boundary string \( \partial R = \partial L \). In Figure 7, \( \partial R = \partial L = \partial y \).
Similarly, the five rules in Figure 5, have the same boundary strings on the left and right sides.

When two graphs $L$ and $R$ have the same boundary strings, they can seamlessly replace one another. Their half-edges are the same, so each of $L$’s half-edges can be cut out and replaced by one of $R$’s half-edges. They also have the same turns $\land$ and $\lor$ so the paths between the half-edges turn the same. They have the same total curvature. This is necessary to preserve planarity.

We find rules by string matching. For a given boundary string $\partial L$, we can match $L$ to a graph $R$ with the same boundary $\partial R = \partial L$. But we could also match $L$ to a set of graphs $\{R_1, R_2, \ldots\}$. This set matches $L$ if the strings $\{\partial R_1, \partial R_2, \ldots\}$ can be combined to equal $\partial L$.

Our approach is outlined in pseudocode in Algorithm 2. This is a recursive divide-and-conquer algorithm. For example, suppose that graph $L$ has the boundary $\partial L = abcd efghi$:

```
L  i h g f e  R  i h g f e  acg\land
a b c d    d\land
\land
\land
\land
```

Our algorithm tries to match $L$ using every graph $R$ in the hierarchy. It tries to match each $\partial R$ to some part of $\partial L$. Suppose that $\partial R = acg\land$. After matching $\partial R$ to $\partial L$, we are left with three unmatched substrings: $b$, $def$, and $hi$. The algorithm runs recursively on each substring. One solution might be to match $\partial L = abcd efghi \land$ to $acg\land$, $b\land$, $d\land$, $ef\land$, and $hi\land$ assuming those graphs are in the hierarchy.

The way we combine the boundary strings $\{\partial R_1, \partial R_2, \ldots\}$ requires some additional explanation. The strings are combined by splicing them together. When we splice two boundary strings an extra turn $\lor$ is added between them: $\partial R_1 | \partial R_2 \rightarrow \partial R_1 \lor \partial R_2$. In fact, there are multiple ways to splice two strings together. Below are two examples where the same right graphs $R_1$ and $R_2$ are spliced together in different ways to produce different left graphs: $y\lor y\lor y$ and $\overline{y}y\lor y\lor y$

When we splice together two strings, we are free to add extra turns between them. The splice operation can be written more generally as $A|B| \rightarrow A\lor^n B\lor^{n+1}$ for some $n \in \mathbb{Z}$.

Suppose we have matched $\partial R$ to part of $\partial L$. And let $\partial L_1$ be the unmatched part so that $\partial L = \partial R \lor \partial L_1$. We wish to splice some string to $\partial R$ to get $\partial L$. This formula will give us the desired result: $\partial R \lor^n \partial L_1 \land^{n+1}$ $\rightarrow \partial R \lor \partial L_1 = \partial L$. Consequently on line 2 of Algorithm 2, we match $\partial R$ with $\lor^n \partial L_1 \land^n$ and on line 5 we match with $\partial L_1 \land$. Notice that in the example above the unmatched substrings were: $b$, $def$, and $hi$ and they were matched to $b\land$, $def\land$, and $hi\land$. The extra $\land$ cancels with the $\lor$ that is added during splicing.

Algorithm 2 findMatchingGroups($\partial L$): $\partial L$ is a boundary string

1: for each graph $R$ with boundary $\partial R$ in the hierarchy do
2: for each way of matching $\partial R$ with $\lor^n \partial L \land^n$ for some $n$ do
3:   matches = $[R]$ 
4:   for each unmatched substring $\partial L_1$ do
5:     matches.push(findMatchingGroups($\partial L_1 \land$));
6:   if all matches successful return matches;
7: return null

5.3.1 Special Case: Complete Graphs. A complete graph $G$ has no half-edges and has the boundary string $\partial G = \land$. For every complete graph, we can define a rule that deletes the graph like Rule 0 in Figure 5. We call these starter rules.

Like other grammars, graph grammars have an axiom or a start graph that they begin with and then rules are applied to derive new graphs. In our method, the start graph is an empty graph $\emptyset$. Initially, the starter rules are the only rules that can be applied.

5.4 Reducing a Graph with Its Descendants

Suppose that a rule simplifies the graph $L$ into the graphs $R_1$ and $R_2$. Ordinarily, that would mean that $L$ and all its descendants are reducible (Sec. 5.2.1). But what if $R_1$ is a descendant of $L$? This rule does not reduce every descendant of $L$ since applying the rule to $R_1$ replaces $R_1$ with itself. This does not simplify $R_1$. For example, consider this rule from the Diagonal example (Fig. 4a):

```
H  yyy  yyy  yyy
|   |   |   |
```

This rule reduces the left graph $\partial L = yyy \land$ into two simpler right graphs $\partial R_1 = yyy \land$ and $\partial R_2 = yyy \land$. $R_1$ and $R_2$ are simpler than $L$ since they have two half-edges and $L$ has four. $R_1$ and $R_2$ contain $L$ as a subgraph, so they are descendants of $L$.

This rule is still useful. It can reduce all descendants of $L$ besides those that are descendants of $R_1$ and $R_2$. Our method then restructures the graph hierarchy. It removes $L$ and its descendants from the hierarchy and replaces them with $R_1$ and $R_2$ and their descendants. Every descendant of $L$ can be turned into a descendant of $R_1$ and $R_2$ using the above rule:

```
H  yyy  yyy  yyy
|   |   |   |
```

This scenario only happens occasionally. In most of our results, our algorithm can finish without using any rules that contain descendants of $L$ on the right side of the rule. Often this technique reduces the number of rules, but the algorithm can finish without it.
5.5 One-half-edge Graphs, Stubs

If a graph has one half-edge, its boundary string is $a \land$ or $\overline{a} \land$ for some label $a$. We call these graphs stubs. If the stub $a \land$ is glued to half-edge $\overline{a}$, then $\overline{a} \rightarrow \land \lor = \epsilon$ according to Section 4.2. This property is very useful. Stubs often exist. If the input graph has no cycles, then a pair of stubs $a \land$ and $\overline{a} \land$ exists for every label $a$. And even when the input graph has only cycles, stubs often exist. Our algorithm finds any stubs that can be created since our graph hierarchy checks every locally similar graph. Our algorithm finds stubs that are not in the primitives and are not part of the input graph.

Stubs are very useful for deconstructing graphs. If the stubs $a \land$ and $\overline{a} \land$ exist, every primitive and every edge that has the label $a$ can be deconstructed. For example, below left is an input graph. The input contains no stubs. But when we build the graph hierarchy we find stubs that can deconstruct all the primitives.

The approach outlined in Section 5.4 applies here since the stub $x \land$ is a descendant of the primitive $\overline{x} \land$ and it can also deconstruct $\overline{x} \land$. Every primitive and every graph can be deconstructed into the four stubs: $x \land$, $\overline{x} \land$, $y \land$, and $\overline{y} \land$. Below a shape is deconstructed by applying the rules $\overline{x} \land \rightarrow \overline{x} \land | x \land$ and $\overline{y} \land \rightarrow \overline{y} \land | y \land$. The remaining graphs can be deconstructed by 8 starter rules. In this case, the stubs alone solve the problem.

5.6 No Complete Irreducible Descendants

The graph hierarchy may contain graphs that cannot be reduced. For example, if Figure 5 were continued several more generations, we would see the graph $y \land \overline{y} \lor^3$ inside the hierarchy:

Not only is $y \land \overline{y} \lor^3$ irreducible, it is part of an infinite set of irreducible graphs of the form $y \land \overline{y} \lor^n$ for some $n$. The hierarchy of Figure 5 contains no stubs. Each graph can only be completed by forming a path that turns $360^\circ$ and then loop gluing it. The path from $y$ to $\overline{y}$ has 4 counter-clockwise turns ($\land^4$). The only way to form it into a loop is for it to turn clockwise. But if anything is glued to the path to turn it clockwise, the resulting graph can be reduced by one of Figure 5’s rules. Therefore every descendant of $y \land \overline{y} \lor^3$ is reducible or incomplete.

We need to detect and remove graphs with only reducible or incomplete descendants. Otherwise, we cannot be certain that our grammar can reduce every complete graph. We work through a more complex example in Appendix C. We consider all the options for a graph. We show that the half-edges always end up in a replacement cycle and that the graph cannot be completed.

For every boundary string, there exists a complementary boundary string that could be glued to it to make it complete. For example, $abc \land$ can be glued to $\overline{c}ba \land$. A graph can be completed if and only if a complementary string can be derived using the context-sensitive grammar defined in Section 4.2 and splicing.

We can guarantee that all of a graph’s descendants are reducible or incomplete if: (1) The graph contains a half-edge that has turned more than $360^\circ$ from the previous or next half-edge. (2) The total curvature stays above $360^\circ$ through every path that descends from the graph. Considering that every sufficiently long path must end either in a stub or be part of a replacement cycle, that means (3) none of the paths ends in a stub and (4) every cycle has positive or zero curvature. If these conditions are met the graph cannot be completed and it has no complete descendants. The graph and all its descendants are removed from the hierarchy.

5.7 The Growth of the Graph Hierarchy

For some graph hierarchies, it can be very difficult to track down and conclusively show that every complete graph is reducible. There are simply too many ways that the graphs can spiral in on themselves.

A simple solution is to limit the number of generations or half-edges in the hierarchy or to ignore graphs that have turned more than $360^\circ$. The downside is that we can no longer be certain that the grammar can produce every locally similar graph. The remaining irreducible graphs are very complex spiraled shapes. We suspect most of them have no complete irreducible descendants, but we cannot be certain of this. Here are some examples of graphs that remain in the hierarchy for the Castle example in Figure 1:

This is more of an issue when we extend the algorithm to 3D shapes in Section 7. For 2D shapes, we only need to limit the size of the hierarchy in a few cases. And also we can see that these grammars still produce a rich variety of shapes and so as a practical matter they fulfill the desired goals.

6 USING THE GRAPH GRAMMAR

Now that we have a graph grammar (Fig. 2d), this section explains how to use it to generate a graph drawing (Fig. 2f). Our approach is described in pseudocode in Algorithm 3. We use the graph grammar to go on a random walk through the space of complete locally similar shapes. Algorithm 3 begins with an empty graph $\emptyset$ and changes it incrementally. At each iteration, our method proposes a change to the graph using a rule (Line 3, Sec. 6.1). Each rule specifies what
Algorithm 3 Generate Graph Drawing From Grammar

1: Start with an empty graph \( \emptyset \).
2: for \( n = 1 \) to \( N \) do
3:   Propose a change to the graph using a rule.
4:   for \( i = 1 \) to \( J \) and not accepted do
5:     Find the space of consistent graph drawings: \( \hat{x} + K_A \Lambda \)
6:   for \( j = 1 \) to \( J \) and not accepted do
7:     Sample from the space \( \hat{x} + K_A \Lambda \)
8:   if sample is acceptable then accept new graph drawing.
9:   Free a vertex. Allow its position to change.

Our eventual goal is to produce a graph drawing that satisfies all requirements listed below in Section 6.3. But first we need to find the space of possible solutions. Following Bokeloh et al. [2012], we will find the nullspace of a linear system.

The angle of each edge must agree with its label. Each edge label \( \alpha = (l, r, \theta) \) specifies an angle \( \theta \). Let \( u = [\cos \theta, \sin \theta] \) be the direction of an edge that goes between two vertices located at \( v_0 \) and \( v_1 \), then \( v_1 = v_0 + su \) for some edge length \( s \). This is the equation for one edge. The equations for all the edges can be combined into one matrix equation \( Ax = b \) where \( x \) is a column vector of the vertex positions and edge lengths.

The equation \( Ax = b \) may have many solutions or it may have none. If matrix \( A \) has a nullspace, let \( K_A \) be a basis for this nullspace. If \( x \) is a solution, then \( \hat{x} + K_A \Lambda \) is also a solution for any \( \Lambda \). We propose solutions by sampling from the solution space \( \hat{x} + K_A \Lambda \).

On the other hand, \( Ax = b \) may not have a solution. The vertex positions may be overconstrained. This is the potential problem with our initial strategy of moving as few vertices as possible. In this case, it is necessary to move more vertices. We use an iterative approach. At each iteration \( i \), there are a set of free vertices whose position can change. While the vertices are overconstrained, randomly pick a non-free vertex that is adjacent to a free vertex and turn it into a free vertex (Line 9). Its position is now a free variable in our equations and so are the lengths of any adjacent edges. We update \( \Lambda \) and \( \Lambda \) accordingly. This gives us additional degrees of freedom which can turn an overconstrained problem into a solvable problem.

6.3 Accept or Reject Proposal

The graph drawing must satisfy four requirements: (1) the edges must have the correct angle, (2) the edge lengths must be positive and fit within a specified range, (3) the drawing must be planar i.e. the edges must not intersect, and (4) the drawing must not be rejected by the Metropolis algorithm. (4) is optional.

For requirement (2), the user can specify length requirements. Alternatively, we could infer this from training data. The user can specify minimum and maximum edge lengths. The user could strictly set the edge length to one particular value. Or they can require it to be an integer multiple of some length. This is useful for tiled patterns like windows or stairs.

Requirement (1) is satisfied by any solution of the form \( \hat{x} + K_A \Lambda \). Together requirements (1) and (2) have the same form as a linear programming problem consisting of a set of linear constraints and inequalities. But unlike linear programming, this is a sampling problem, not an optimization. We are sampling from the space of locally similar shapes, not optimizing for any particular edge lengths. We use rejection sampling. We sample solutions of the form \( \hat{x} + K_A \Lambda \) and reject samples that do not satisfy the requirements. If \( J \) samples are rejected, we move onto a new proposal.

Requirement (4) is an optional way of optimizing the graph drawing using a cost function. Our method can accept or reject the new drawing based on a probability determined by the Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm [Metropolis et al. 1953; Talton et al. 2011]. The cost function is arbitrary. We can optimize for any property. We can specify the desired density of the geometry or a particular edge label we wish to see more or less frequently.
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7 EXTENSION TO 3D SHAPES

Up to this point our discussion has focused on 2D shapes. But our method can be extended to generate 3D shapes with a few changes. In 3D, the input and output shapes consist of 3D vertices, edges, faces, and volumes. This can be represented as a graph with the edges labeled based on the adjacent faces and volumes. In the 2D case, the boundary $\partial G$ was a 1D path around a 2D graph $G$. But in the 3D case, the boundary $\partial G$ is a 2D surface. In the 2D case, the boundary $\partial G$ could be represented by a 1D string because it was 1D. But in the 3D case, the boundary $\partial G$ is a 2D graph. When we go from the graph $G$ to the boundary $\partial G$, we essentially lose one dimension. A 3D graph $G$ has a 2D boundary graph $\partial G$. The 2D faces of $G$ intersect $\partial G$ along 1D edges. The 1D edges of $G$ intersect $\partial G$ at 0D points. These are the points we have been illustrating as empty circles at the end of each half-edge.

The algorithm is very similar in 2D and 3D. The input shape is disassembled into primitives. The primitives are glued together to form a graph hierarchy. Loop gluing is possible when two half-edges sharing a common face turn $\pm360^\circ$. We define a coordinate system for each face from which we can compute tangent angles $\theta$ and positive $\land$ and negative $\lor$ turns. In 2D, we find graph grammars by matching boundary strings. In 3D, the boundary is a graph, so we find graph isomorphisms instead.

We generalize the splice operation $A[B]$ for the 3D case. Splicing is now a graph operation where we swap the connections between two edges. Below is an example of this operation. It merges two separate graphs into one:

![Graph Splicing](image)

The two graphs are joined along a common face. Faces are edges in the boundary. Edge 1 goes from vertex $a$ to $b$. Edge 2 from $c$ to $d$. The splice operation replaces these edges. Edge 3 goes from $a$ to $c$. Edge 4 from $b$ to $d$. This is the same splice operation we have been using. It only requires a shift in perspective thinking of the boundary $\partial G$ as a graph rather than a string.

8 RESULTS

Figures 1, 8, and 9 show shapes that are automatically generated from an example. The inputs are an example shape, information about the expected edge lengths (Sec. 6.3) and optionally instructions for decorating the vertices, edges, and faces (Appendix B). From the example shape, our algorithm automatically generates primitives, then a graph grammar, and then a decorated graph drawing. Algorithm 3 contains a few parameters. We set $I = 5$ and $J = 10$ for all the results. We vary the number of iterations $N$ as needed based on the size of the output and the amount of geometric detail desired. Table 1 shows various statistics for the results in Figure 9. Some of the results require some extra handling to include a ground plane or to be fully connected (see Appendix A).

The graph grammars generated for Figure 8 are relatively simple and easier to understand. The graph grammars generated for Figure 9 are much more complicated. Figure 8 demonstrates a number of the techniques we describe including starter rules, stubs, and grammars with no loops.

Figures 1 and 9 shows several examples of how an artist can use our method to generate large complex shapes like castles, caves, space stations, processing plants, islands, neighborhood streets, flowers, villages, trees, houses, and city skylines. We apply bending in Figures 9a,d,g. Figures 8h,i,q,r and 9i-l show some preliminary results for 3D shapes.

Only a few of the 2D results require us to limit the size of the hierarchy as discussed in Section 5.7, namely Figures 1, 9e,9g. And Figures 9e,h only have this problem because we add restrictions according to Appendix A. (Fig. 9e is fully connected and Fig. 9h has no loops.) 3D shapes provide more ways for the primitives to be glued together. Most of the 3D shapes require us to limit the size of the hierarchy which can impact the expressiveness of the grammar.

9 DISCUSSION

9.1 Comparison

Most procedural modeling techniques use hand-crafted rules designed by experts [Christiansen and Barentzen 2012; Lindenmayer 1968; Müller et al. 2006; Parish and Müller 2001; Pogrzebacz and Ilčík 2019; Prusinkiewicz 1986; Smelik et al. 2014; Wong et al. 1998; Wonka et al. 2003]. There are many of these techniques and they can produce beautiful intricate shapes. But creating these rules is difficult especially for non-experts.

There are several inverse procedural modeling techniques, but they are usually restricted to particular types of shapes like building facades [Aliaga et al. 2007; Demir et al. 2016; Martinovic and Van Gool 2013; Wu et al. 2014] or trees [Guo et al. 2020; Stava et al. 2010, 2014] and cannot handle arbitrary shapes. These methods also do not explore new variations very well. They can create a grammar from an input shape and then a user could edit the grammar to
Fig. 8. From each set of primitives, a graph grammar is automatically generated and then it is used to generate shapes.
Fig. 9. From each example shape, a graph grammar is automatically generated. We show two output shapes produced from each grammar. One is large-scale and one is detailed.
Fig. 10. Prior work has trouble with loops. Existing methods either do not close the loops [Gatys et al. 2015] or they directly copy the input with only minor changes to the aspect ratio [Bokeloh et al. 2010]. The red lines in Bokeloh et al.’s grammar are their docking sites.

Fig. 11. 3D Comparison. Wu and Zheng, 2022 overfit to the input model.}

produce slightly different output shapes. But the output is still quite similar to the input. Our method greatly expands and generalizes the input, exploring a large space of locally similar shapes.

Many techniques have a common failure point. Input shapes like Figure 8d that have a tree-like structure are relatively easy to handle. Several techniques handle them well such as the simple algorithm described in Section 4.4. Completing a path by attaching a dead end is simple. The difficulty comes when that is not an option and the paths must be formed into closed loops. Most of the inputs in Figures 8 & 9 have this property. Our method solves this difficult problem.

Texture synthesis techniques have trouble with this issue. They are designed to create locally similar textures. They work well on normal textures and on some rasterized geometric shapes. They work well on shapes with lots of dead ends like Figure 8d, but not well on shapes with closed loops. They break down in one of two ways. Either the result stops being locally similar or the result is almost identical to the input with no new variations explored. Figure 10 compares our method with a texture synthesis method [Gatys et al. 2015].

Wu and Zheng [2022] generate 3D shapes from an example. Their method can robustly handle noisy volumetric data, while ours assumes exact self-similarity. But their method overfits to the example and does not fully explore the space of locally similar shapes. In the example in Figure 11, their method only changes the shape’s aspect ratio.

The most closely related method is the highly influential work of Bokeloh et al. [2010]. Their method takes an input shape and automatically creates a shape grammar that generates locally similar shapes. Their method cuts the input shape into pieces by finding partial symmetries where the input shape matches itself under a rigid transformation. But unlike our method which cuts the input into the smallest possible primitives, their method only allows cuts at docking sites defined as sites that divide the shape into two disconnected pieces. So while their method cuts the input into pieces, their pieces can be much larger than our primitives. And so their method cannot produce every locally similar shape. Their method works well for shapes with many dead ends like Figure 8d, but it has trouble with shapes with closed loops. Figure 10 shows that their method only produces minor variations on the input shape while our method produces the full range of variations. Furthermore their method generates similar limited results on most of the examples in Figures 8 and 9.

9.2 Practical Utility

A natural application of this technology is in video games and virtual worlds where a rich variety of shapes are needed. Our method is well-suited towards generating the type of randomized levels used in many games. It is also useful for creating decorative designs like floral patterns. Our method has the advantage of only requiring small amount of training data. It can generalize from a limited data set and create novel variations not found in it.

For this type of approach to work properly, the input shape must contain repeated elements. For instance, if the input was a model of a dog, our method would not find repeated elements and would not generate new varieties of dogs from the input. Our method assumes some edges repeat exactly and does not handle noisy input data.

9.3 User Control

Our method generates locally similar shapes at random. It enforces local constraints, but not large-scale constraints. Large-scale constraints are needed in many applications to give the user more control over the results. Learning large-scale constraints from examples is challenging and would require a larger training set.

In Section 6.3, we discussed a simple way of combining our method with an MCMC approach to optimize for an arbitrary cost function. Such an approach can apply broadly to many different
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A SPECIAL CASES

Infinitely-Long Lines. We may want the example and output shapes to contain lines that do not end. For example, a line for the ground extends indefinitely. Our method generates shapes within a finite space. We can treat the border of the space as part of the input shape. Lines that extend indefinitely. Our method generates shapes within a finite space. We can treat the border of the space as part of the input shape.

B DECORATED GRAPH DRAWINGS

Decorations can be added to the graph drawings as an optional post-processing step. Adding decorations like this is a common practice in many procedural modeling techniques [Müller et al. 2006; Wong et al. 1998]. This allows us to use a simplified representation that acts as a proxy for a more detailed final result. The user can specify images or geometry that should be added or tiled.

Bending. The user can also allow some edges to bend. To bend the edges, we traverse each edge in the graph, divide it into small segments and bend each segment by a random angle. The result is a new bent graph drawing. But this is just an intermediate solution since the bending can break some of the cycles in the drawing. The final positions are found using linear least squares. We find the optimal positions such that the change in position between two adjacent points matches the bent drawing as closely as possible while preserving all cycles.

C NO COMPLETE DESCENDANTS EXAMPLE

Following the discussion in Section 5.6, we wish to show that a graph has no complete descendants. Consider the primitives below left and the graph below right. We will show that the graph \( \gamma_1 \vee X_02 \wedge X_02 \), has no complete descendants:

Note that the half-edge \( \gamma_1 \) is pointed in the \( -y \) direction and is adjacent to the faces labeled 0 and 1. A graph can be completed if there is some sequence of gluing operations that can transform the boundary string to \( \Lambda \). This is impossible. Consider the half-edge \( \gamma_1 \). There is no way to loop glue it. Here is a decision tree showing the result of every possible graph gluing operation starting with \( \gamma_1 \).

No matter which choice we take we never get any closer to completing the graph. Gluing has the effect of doing a string replacement. We keep trying to replace the first half-edge, but no matter which choice we take we never get any closer to completing the graph. Gluing has the effect of doing a string replacement. We keep trying to replace the first half-edge, but no matter which choice we take we never get any closer to completing the graph. Gluing has the effect of doing a string replacement. We keep trying to replace the first half-edge, but no matter which choice we take we never get any closer to completing the graph.

\( \gamma_1 \)